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1997 Annual General Meeting
Canadian Society for Traditional Music

Minutes

November 30, 1997, Camp Pringle, Shawnigan Lake, B.C.
[MSC = Moved, Seconded, Carried]

In attendance: Mike Ballantyne, Jon Bartlett, David Gregory, Vera Johnson, John Leeder (8 proxies), George Lyon (1 proxy), David
Querido, Bill Sarjeant, Murray Shoolbraid, David Spalding, Phil Thomas, Alan Thrasher (1 proxy).

MSC that Bill Sarjeant chair the meeting.
MSC that John Leeder take minutes.
1. Two minutes' silence recognized the passing of Richard Johnston, John

Dwyer, Joe Adams, and other members who had passed on during the past year.
2. Opening remarks: Discussion of President Judith Cohen's reasons for being
unable to attend, as well as others from eastern Canada, with a recommendation
that we return to the usual dates at the end of October.
3. Agenda:
MSC that item 17 become item lOA.
MSC that the agenda be approved.
4. Minutes:
MSC that the minutes of the 1996 Annual General Meeting be adopted as dis-
tributed, with corrections in the spelling of names.
5. Matters Arising: None
6. President's Report (Judith Cohen): [See page 21 for her written report,
received ex poSl facIo.]
7. Secretary's Report: None
8. Treasurer's Report (LaVern Wentz): No formal report, for reasons explained
by JL. A written proposal was distributed. [See page 24]
9. Accountant: That Chris Woodward of Woodward, Hallam & Associates,
Calgary, be appointed accountant.
10. Election of Officers: Chaired by Phil Thomas. Members not present were
elected subject to acceptance.

President: Leslie Hall
Vice-Presidents: Donald Deschenes

Mike Ballantyne
Secretary: John Leeder
Treasurer: LaVern Wentz
Past President: Judith Cohen

Directors (some subject to acceptance):
Claudette Berthiaume-Zavada
Beverley Diamond
Dave Foster
Pauline Greenhill
David Gregory

Hasmig Injegikian
George W. Lyon (ex officio-Bulletin editor)
Peter Narvaez
David Querido

Regula Qureshi
Jay Rahn (ex officio-Journal editor)
Neil Rosenberg

Murray Shoolbraid
Phil Thomas
Alan Thrasher

Paddy Tutty
David Warren

Amendment that" directors" be changed to "executive" accepted by proposer.
MSC (unanimous except for one abstention by proxy) that item 22 of the
Constitution be amended by the following addition: "The editors-in-chief of the
Canadian Folk Music Bulletin may be remunerated, as decided by the
Society's executive."
II. lournal Editor (lay Rahn): [See page 21 for his written report.]
MSC that the Society express congratulations and thanks to lay Rahn and the
editorial team.
12. Bulletin Editors (George Lyon, lohn Leeder): [Leeder's written report is on

page 22.] JL pointed out that the Bulletin financial report is in effect an informal
financial report of the Society other than the Mail Order Service and lournal
components. MSC that the Society express congratulations and thanks to George
Lyon, lohn Leeder and the editorial team.
MSC that the grace period for unpaid members be reduced to three months from
six months.
13. Archivist (Bill Sarjeant): In an informal oral report the need for sets of local

publications was stressed.
MSC that the Society express thanks to Bill Sarjeant for his activities as
Archivist.
MSC that the second agenda item 13 renumbered as 13A.
13A. Memberships (lames Prescott): [See page 25 for his written report.]
MSC that the Society express thanks to lames Prescott for his activities as

Membership Secretary.
14. Mail Order Service (Rosemary Reed): [See page 24 written report.]

MSC that the Society express thanks to Rosemary Reed for her activities as
proprietor of the Mail Order Service.
MSC that the Society welcome Dave Foster as incoming proprietor of the Mail
Order Service.
15. Recording Projects:
MSC that David Gregory and Phil Thomas be authorized to use the Society's
name in dealings with the Canadian Museum of Civilization.
Mike Ballantyne suggested looking into a CD-ROM project similar to that being
undertaken by the British Columbia Folklore Society.
MSC that a Recording Committee be struck, consisting of Mike Ballantyne,

David Gregory, Phil Thomas and Alan Thrasher, with power to co-opt.
16. Future of the Society:
MSC that the Society accept David Spalding's offer to develop a draft marketing
plan for the Society.
17. Other Business:
MSC that Phil Thomas as Corresponding Secretary follow up to Skye Morrison

concerning Edith Fowke's computer documents.
MSC that the Society express thanks to the Cowichan Folk Guild for hosting the
meeting and for donating the costs of the entertainment on Friday and Saturday

evenings.
MSC that the Society express thanks to ludith Cohen for her years of service as
President.
MSC that the Society express thanks to Bill Sarjeant for his years of service as
Past President, and for chairing the meeting.
18. Adjournment:
MSC that the meeting be adjourned.

MSC that the Society express thanks to the outgoing board.
lOA. Next Year's Annual General Meeting:
MSC that an AGM Search Committee be struck, consisting of Mike Ballantyne,
David Gregory, George Lyon and David Querido, with power to co-opt.
MSC that agenda item 18 become item lOB.
lOB. Constitutional Amendment:



President's Letter 1997

This is one year later than I thought my last
statement would be, and in many ways reflects that
sort of limbo. I'm very sorry indeed not to be at
this meeting; I'd planned to be, but it was one of
those unexpected conflicts of time and place, and
even as you are reading this I'm probably wonder-
ing whether I'd rather not be in Victoria than some
unheated mountain village cottage in northern Por-
tugal after all Last year's meeting was an ex-
citing one, as we got to meet together with SEM,
and it was interesting to see how CSTM members
who belong to both societies functioned in the joint
meeting. I'd like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who worked so hard on that meeting and
on ensuring that CSTM was a strong part of it,

especially Bob Witmer, Bev Diamond and their
whole crew of hard workers. The joint meeting
formula is a promising one; it needn't always be
done that way, of course, but from time to time it's

something we should consider.
I used one of our Bulletins as a supplemen-

tary text in a course I gave at York University on
Jewish music in Canada, and it received a very pos-
itive response from the students, some of whom
became members. We don't usually think of the
Bulletin as an "academic" publication, and it was
precisely its unique combination of informal acces-
sibility and interesting, solid information which
made this use of it successful-thanks for the on-
going great job, John and George! We all miss
Edith, of course, and here I'd also like to thank Jay
and his co-workers for ensuring the high quality
continuation and development of the Journal.

I've tried to keep up our out-of-country asso-
ciations, particularly those which were my initia-

tually beneficial collaboration. We have a good
relationship with Folklore Canada International, and
with the Folklore Studies Association of Canada,
and I hope we'll build more and more such relation-
ships up over the years.

So, as my friends in Spain say, la cancion de

siempre, the same old song-we need members!
(And, speaking of members, and of money, many,
many thanks to LaVern for taking on the job of
Treasurer.) What can I say about that that hasn't
been said before? We REALLY need members! I
know you all know that but-well, you know the
buts too. I guess my biggest regret as outgoing
President is that I haven't been able to do much to

raise our membership numbers and to put us on a

solid financial footing so we are freer to propose
and carry out the kind of exciting projects that Bev,
Neil and Jocelyne worked so hard on trying to get
funded (the recording project, proposed to SSHRC) ,
and also to do things such as provide reliable trans-
lation services.

I've been proud to be the President of CSTMI
SCTM over these years, and plan to stay actively
involved. This also seems a good time to thank Bill
Sarjeant, both for all his work on the Archives and
for holding what must certainly be the Society's
longest term as Past President! Thank you all, and
let's keep this great organization going-we've
made it this far with drastically reduced funding and
possibilities, and I think we can turn it around and
make it go much further.

tives, in Spain, Portugal and Israel; in fact one of
things I'm doing this week, before heading to the
Sephardic Studies conference I've been invited to
speak and sing at in Brussels, is to research in an

exchange member organization, the Ioaqufu Dfaz
Ethnographic Museum of Urueta, about two hours
to the northwest of Madrid. This is a provincial

museum set up by Spanish folklorist, author, singer
and delightful person, Ioaqufu DIaz, originally
based on his own extensive collection of books,
recordings, instruments and rare documents. It's
housed in a centuries-old ex-ducal palace in a tiny
hilltop village enclosed by a medieval stone wall-
I've only been there in summer and wonder what
the heating's like in late November But in any

case, what I was going to say is that whenever I've
been there, a copy of our most recent Bulletin and
Iournal is usually in evidence. The issues of work-
ing with many different regional traditions and dif-
ferent languages in Spain in many ways resonates
with our own concerns in Canada, though of course

the details are different.
Closer to home, the other organization which

met in Toronto this past year was the Folk Alliance
(NAFDA). Their executive generously invited me
to attend as President of CSTM, and I gave one
workshop on Sephardic music as well as attending
several sessions, including all those of the Canadian
Caucus. I'd like to be able to say that we now have
a solid working relationship with the Folk Alliance
and with the Canadian Caucus, but for whatever
reasons, this hasn't worked out so far; partly, I'm
sure, because of my own unstable schedule these
past two years; I hope that under the next Presi-
dent's tenure we'll arrive at a comfortable and mu-

-Judith Cohen, Toronto 1997

Canadian Journal for Traditional Music I
Revue de musique folklorique canadienne

Report
reviewers' bio entries. Thanks to our writers for
their help in this!

(d) securing professional-level translation and
copy-editing for French-language portions; continu-
ing gratitude to Dominique Nanoff for her timely

assistance!
(e) sustaining a reserve of publishable contri-

butions: enough in major articles and bibliographic
items to justify the next issue, plus more to arrive
through Leslie in the form of reviews.

Now for the worst news. Despite all the
above, the Ontario Arts Council decided not to
support our (reduced) grant request. I have con-
sulted with the Officer in charge of the Literature

(=arts-related magazines) Programme to find out
why. The only reason was that they no longer can
justify "sole support" (=paying all the expenses) of
a periodical with such limited "outreach" (=sub-

scribers/members/circulation). Nonetheless, we are
welcome to apply next Summer: unlike several
other OAC Programmes, Literature was neither cut
completely nor merged with others this year.

SSHRCC's 3-year cycle of Grants to Periodicals
resumes with a deadline in June 1998 for support
during 1999-2002. The Journal now coincides with

The current, 1996-97 year has been very good
and very bad. Despite the deaths of several in-laws,
York University's 8-week strike (and its still-
lingering aftermath), the seemingly total disap-
pearance of one of this issue's major article-
writers, delays of many months in receiving some
other articles, &c., &c., I believe the Journal
actually advanced somewhat in certain aspects of
form and content:

For the first time, the Journal:
(a) exceeded its usual 5(}-60 pp. size by

comprising 80 pp.: long a desideratum among some
of our Directors, as it makes the Journal more
flexible in the kinds of studies it can publish;

(b) included scanned photos and adopted
procedures for dealing with the permissions

involved;
(c) allowed for ongoing consultation between

editor and contributors, and even, in one instance,
last-minute revisions of actual page-proofs: an
unthinkable luxury just a few years ago, but a fail-
safe that should make future writers a little more

confident that their best foot will be put forward;
(d) regularized the process for soliciting

publications for review and reviewers of publica-

tions; many thanks to Leslie Hall!
(e) initiated a process of "blind" review

through its newly fonned editorial board. Thanks to
those who helped; discretion prevents me from
naming names!

All this was accomplished without sacrificing
accumulated gains of recent years:

(a) the Journal's promise to its funding
source, the Ontario Arts Council, to reduce
production/ distribution costs from $3000/year in
1994-95 (actually for at least 10 years previous in
my own recollection) to $2700 in 95-96 and $2400
in 96-97, with $2100 reasonably projected for
97-98: this was managed largely by doing all the
production except the final printing and binding on
my Mac and 486 (which mercifully did not have its
final collapse until the Journal had reached the post
office), stuffing envelopes and affixing postage
myself, and sending off items with Ontario
academic addresses via IUfS (i.e., for free);

(b) maintaining previous improvements in ap-
pearance (incl. legibility of musical examples, gen-
erallayout, and consistency of style) and using

recycled stock, &c.
(c) verifying all references cited, authors' and
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the ideals SSHRCC has just released in its Best
Practices Handbook for Learned Journals. I have
also been looking carefully into possibilities for
foundation support. But none of these sources of

help would reach the Journal until the end of 1998.
For the future, I believe we could save

enonnously on our only costs (printing and
distribution) by making the Journal available

through the Internet. Like other Canadian journals,
CITM/RdMFC has been approached by CESN/
EPPP, an Ottawa-based organization that facilitates
infonnation sharing &c. among folks who are

beginning to put together electronic scholarly
serials. They have consulted broadly and deeply to
contrive a "Resolution" that establishes "best

practices" for this sort of operation, and provides
very practical suggestions and precedents for allay-
ing some of one's worst nightmares (e.g., re: intel-
lectual property, exclusivity, archiving, draining off
active membership, &c.). Generally, the first step

is to establish an "Internet presence," chiefly by
posting tables of contents of back issues, abstracts

up to 2 years previous, and other rather benign
gestures. I believe this would be a worthwhile aim

for the coming year.
(Quite independently of my activities with

CSTM/SCTM, I have just been appointed managing
editor/moderator for mto-taIk, a part of Music

Theory Online, which is the most highly developed
and experienced of these periodicals I know of and
can say that much of the wheel does not need to be

re-invented. )
Especially attractive are the possibilities for

providing sound to accompany the Journal's musi-
cal scores, now possible for no cost and very little

"bandwidth" (through .mid and .ra files for those
who take an interest in such things: my own up-
coming articles, &c. outside the Society are filled
with these and they are beginning to fulfill my ideal
of less talk/more music, even for folks with very
rudimentary resources). I have free access to York
facilities to start something like this as long as it is
non-commercial. Possibly the MOS might want to

collaborate in some way.

Meanwhile, I feel a strong obligation to the
Journal's authors and subscribers/members, espe-
cially those who are paid-up for 1997, to provide
old-fashioned printed copies of vol. 25 (1997) as
soon as possible. If anyone has ideas of how to sub-
sidize, or lessen the effect of, the printing!
distribution costs that would be involved, I would
welcome them.

I feel a similar obligation to Canadian

traditional music. Having surveyed rather thorough-
ly all the periodicals that share some content with
CJTM/RdMFC, I can say confidently that nobody
else is going to fulfill our mandate, or as the
neo-cons now say, our "market niche."

Respectfully submitted,
Jay Rahn

jayrahn@yorku.ca
(Best wishes to all of you in BC: I'd rather be there
than here! Now back to raking leaves and listening
to old Isidore Soucy recordings! jr)

Bulletin Co-Editors' Reports

Nevertheless, that paI1icular crisis has passed. The

printer has been paid for the June issue (although
they haven't cashed the cheque yet), we're in a po-
sition to proceed with the September/December is-

sue, and the crisis has produced some heartwamling
examples of support from our members. Many peo-
ple have made donations, and one person (who
wishes anonymity) set a Society record with a dona-
tion of $500! Some people have paid for multiple
years (while it helps our short-term cash flow, this
gives us future commitments to be met; but at least
people are betting on our survival). Many readers
have expressed appreciation for what we're doing
with the Bulletin, and that in itself makes us feel
good. But we shouldn't have to depend on individ-
uals' generosity, encouraging as it is.

Which brings us to the ongoing financial sit-
uation. The Bulletin as it exists now costs more to
produce than the Society brings in in revenue. This
situation would have come to a head last year, had
it not been for the printers failing to invoice us for
one issue and being slow to bill us for another. A
glance at the balance sheet will show that this year's
situation is otherwise almost exactly analoguvus to
a year ago. We got lucky, and were given a one-

year reprieve, but the problems have not gone

away.

During the last six months the Bulletin has

survived a short-term financial crisis. The long-term
problem continues. I wiD deal with the short-term

situation first.
There is a certain turnover in the CSTM mem-

bership. Every month a few new members sign up,
and every quarter a dozen or so members fail to
renew and stand to be deleted. Some of these are
forgetful, or have temporary distractions or finan-
cial embarassment, and rejoin if they can see their
way clear. Others are "voting with their feet," are
no longer interested in what the Society has to
offer, and just fade away without telling us. In the
last two years the new members have mostly bal-
anced out the departees, and the membership num-
bers have remained relatively stable. For the most
part, each issue generates enough membership re-
newal revenue to pay for itself and get a start on

the next one, on average.
The pattern changed unexpectedly with last

June's issue. Around 60 members had failed to re-
spond to final renewal notices-about five times the
normal number. Summer is traditionally the lowest

point of our cash flow, and those 60 people (poten-
tially approxinlately $1200 income) made a signifi-
cant dent in our expectations. We were thus unable
to produce an issue in September and were forced
to make an extraordinary appeal to the members.

Response to that appeal is still coming in.
How it translates into renewals from the OO-odd de-
faulters I'm unable to tell yet, but I know some

renewals from that source have crossed my desk.

the CSTM to decide whether to pursue it. We could
go back to the comer-stapled "newsletter" fonnat,
without photographs, for example. We would,
though, run the risk of losing members whose
interest is in a "quality" magazine. Some small but
real savings could be realized by shortening the
grace period for memberships in arrears from six
months to three months. This would mean that a
member in default would receive only three re-
minders rather than four, before being deleted.

Some suggestions for increasing revenues have
been discussed previously in an editors' letter ac-
companying the Bulletin, i.e., a more aggressive
pursuit of grants, and carrYing advertising. Both
these courses of action would require either volun-
teers to handle these areas (who so far haven't been
forthcoming) or a greater time commitment from
the editors. These issues were discussed in more
detail in the letter referred to, and I won't duplicate
that discussion here.

Recruiting new members also is a perennial
suggestion, but our membership numbers seem to
have stabilized, and there has been speculation that
these numbers are all that can be expected for an
organization devoted to traditional music in these
times-in other words, that we have saturated the
market.

I wish I had pat answers to these problems. In
any event, the questions of a year ago remain unre-
solved, and we hope that this meeting will give us
fresh inspiration.

Possible solutions fall into two categories: (I)
produce a less expensive magazine; and (2) increase

revenues.
The former, while it would be discouraging to

us personally, is a valid course of action; it's up to -John Leeder

interview on his home page-apparently he feels, as

we did, that it was a significant portrait. I'm
pleased to have been able to present that item, as I
am especially pleased to have provided a vehicle for
Vera Johnson's memoirs, for interviews with Stan

Triggs and Wade Hemsworth (by John and myself)
and with Richard Johnston (by Phil Thomas), as
well as for Franceene Watson's appreciation of

Andy De Iarlis and Rod Olstad's continuing explo-
rations of Alberta/BC fiddling and country music.
I am proud of the con-tribution Iohn and I are
making through the Bulletin, and I do hope that
we'll be able to continue with this activity.

I have nothing add to what John and I have
already said. Everyone is aware of the financial dif-
ficulty which prevented us from producing a sepa-
rate September issue. Simply, the Society needs

more money.
I would like to toot our own comet briefly. I

glanced at the Bob Bossin issue yesterday and re-
membered that Bob has placed portions of that

-George W. Lyon
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Bulletin, &c., Finances September 1996 to August 1997

Activity of Bank Account 4404718, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce Bmnch 009,309 8th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta
T2P lC6

Deposits 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
Memberships-Individual $2680.00 $2359.001 $2500.002 $2860.00

Institutions (inc. U.S.) 2002.03 2420.08 1963.95 2265.39
Student/senior 224.00 16.00 - -
Underemployed 315.00 707.00 690.00 630.00

Back/single issues 76.00 353.50 180.50 99.50
Foreign exchange 176.94 208.22 162.98 142.15
Bank credits (unknown) 27.41 - - -
Overpayments 5.00 - 1.00 7.00
AGM registrations - - 40.00 -
Donations 105.00 305.00 1000.33 699.04
Sale of mailing labels 2.,00 -=- -=- -=-

Total deposits $5616.38 $6388.72 $6538.76 $6703.08

Expenditures
Transfers to petty cash $3100.00 $2200.00 $2950.00 $2950.00
Transfers to main CSTM account 1000.00 400.00 200.00 -

Bank charges 66.00 72.00 96.00 64.50
Refunds 5.00 - 151.98 325.04

PO box rental 101.65 104.86 115.56 115.50
Filing fee 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
AGM room rental 96.30 - - -

Printing 878.47 3452.38 2044.61 4890.83
Airfare to AGM - - 424.40 -
NSF cheques ~ ~ -=- ~

Total expenditures $5317.42 $6279.24 $6012.55 $8464.42

Petty Cash Expenditures (paid from petty cash-see "Transfers to petty cash" above)
1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97

Postage $2568.27 $2405.16 $2717.25 $2791.76
Supplies 259.09 94.82 263.55 90.98
AGM photocopying - - 7.97 -

Phone !.QI.!1.1.4..Ql ~ .1!.:1.§
Total $2934.53 $2524.00 $3023.36 $2904.50

Assets al End of Period 1993-94 1994-96 1995-96 1996-97
Bank balance $472.74 $420.00 $1438.67 $378.99
Uncashed cheques -=- -=- ~ -=-

Total $472.74 $420.00 $1578.67 $378.99

Debts al End of Period $§1;}.,.l1 $lli.lQ $602.90 $llQJ...Q!

Difference -$160.37 -$109.70 +$975.77

Ilncludes one underpayment, balance not yet received.
2lncludes one underpayment, balance not yet received.
3lncludes airfare reimbursal donated back. (See footnote 8.)
4lncludes $137.48 reimbursal to GWL for miscellaneous expenditures, some from 1994-95.
SSome bills were paid from Treasurer's account.
6lncludes letterhead.
7lncludes letterhead. We were never invoiced for one of the four Bulletin printing jobs in the period.
8orhis amount was donated back, and is included in income under "donations."
9 Amount owed to me from petty cash.

l°lncludes unpaid printing bill ($957.65) and amount not reimbursed to me ($1145.36).

-John Leeder
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Treasurer's Proposal

Here is a bare bones proposal for the Society if they should see fit to ask me to return as Treasurer. If not,
the points are probably moot.

1. All income to flow into one existing acocunt in Calgary:
-sales of records, tapes, CDs, &c.
-government grants
-memberships
-donations

2. All payments to flow out of one existing account in Calgary:
-petty cash disbursements
-membership(s) in organizations
-Bulletin expenses
-tape, CD, record expenses

3. All donations to be receipted and acknowledged by treasurer.
4. Yearly tax return to be done by Woodward, Hallam & Assoc., Chartered Accountants, in Calgary.
5. Accounting fees to be paid personally by treasurer, to be covered by a donation receipt.

I feel strongly that the Society should be run on a business-like basis. The artistic end I will leave to you
performers, writers, &c.

-LaVern Wentz
--

The CSTM Mail Order Service

The Mail Order Service has had a
better year in 1996/97, largely due to the
very welcome and much appreciated ef-
forts of a small corps of volunteers,
notably Maureen Chafe, Dave Foster,
John Leeder, and Joel Vecchione.

Dave has offered to take over the
MOS starting in early December. He in-
tends to begin with restocking and
acquiring new stock, and, when we get
the stock moved from my basement to
his, filling orders. Dave is enthusiastic
and committed, well-acquainted with the
folk community, and a recording artist
himself. He is assured of continuing sup-
port from the other volunteers, including

myself.
Direct Sales at Calgary folk clubs

have generated somewhat more revenue
than mail order sales. Approximately
$900 (net of commissions) was generation
in 96/97, while Mail Order generated
approximately $700. Jill Sherrett (former-

ceive a review copy. In attempting to
formulate an acquisition policy, I have
sought advice from the other Calgary
members. Tentatively, we have proposed
that the MOS should attempt to give field
recordings, academic material, and rendi-
tions of traditional material preference
over the work. of singer-songwriters, and
to stock the work of Society members.

The MOS is going to need to
increase both the wholesale prices it
offers for stock and the postage and
handling rates it charges.

The new catalogue which I have
promised to produce has been delayed. I
hesitate to venture an estimate of when it
could be done.

Gordon Sherrett is building an
Internet web page for the MOS.

Financial nitty-gritty: Bank balances:
$970, US $150; Receivable: #392;
Payable: $260.

ly Gregory) continues to handle Direct
Sales. It is good of the Calgary Folk
Club, the Rocky Mountain Folk Club,
and the Nickelodeon Music Club to give
Jill space. (Perhaps the Society should
formally express its appreciation.) Jill has
been very devoted to Direct Sales and
now has the assistance of her husband,
Gordon Sherrett. I do, however, think
that the MOS needs to try to generate a
greater proportion of its revenue from
mail order.

I spent approximately $1<XX> ac-
quiring stock and $170 on supplies and
postage (including post office box rental).

The other expense has been renewal
of membership in the Folk Alliance
($135). Maureen Chafe has taken on the
role of FA liaison, on behalf of the
Society, rather than just the MOS.

The MOS cannot, for reasons of cash
flow and storage space, purchase stock of
every album and book of which we re-

-Rosemary Reed

Lost Soul

The member listed below has moved without sending us a new address. Please help us find him! If you know of his new wherubouts, please let us know.

Doug Hume, Box 711, Station B. Ottawa, Ont. KIP SPS
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Report of the CSTM Membership Secretary, 1997

Figures in this report are as of 1997 November 22. Members who have not paid up beyond the end of 1996 have now been
deleted. See Table 1.

Since the last report (October 1996) there have been 37 new individual memberships added. With deletions, there has been a net
change of minus two. See Table 2. There were also eight new institutional memberships added, for a net change of minus three. See
Table 3. The overall change is minus five.

These figures are directly comparable to last year's figures. We might expect some late renewals to reverse a few of the deletions.
-James Prescott


